
2/2/2021 

To Senator Roger Chamberlain, 

I am writing to you in support of your bill to support distance learning aid relief for families experiencing 

hardships due to the impact that distance learning has created for them. I am lucky in my situation due to 

having a stable employer throughout this pandemic and for that I am privileged, I like to stress that while 

I am low income in a single income household financially we are not at our worse because we have 

supports helping us; from childcare assistance, to medical assistance which has covered ALL of my 

children’s mental health care in the past year, we would be falling apart without the help that we get from 

the state and that is why I am advocating for those families that like mine have really struggled due to the 

impact of distance learning but aren’t getting some of the extra support we have. I am a mom of three kids 

3, 11 and 13. Two of my children have been on a rollercoaster throughout this distance learning challenge 

that many families are experiencing currently. For our family mental health is a constant challenge that 

the pandemic has only impacted more difficultly.  

For my 6th grader he has seen no classroom since March of 2020, he has always been a social kid that 

relies of the support of adults from more than behind a screen and he often received mental health support 

at school through the school linked mental health programs the state offers. For him to become successful 

in school after refusing distance learning it took a truancy letter from the county attorney’s office to get 

him to take distance learning seriously prior, he just refused. My kids have never been truant and have 

always had close to perfect attendance because as their mom I value education, but as a working mom 

unless my middle school kids login willingly I have to worry about attendance calls every day. Most 

parents are unable to quick send there kids a email during the work day reminding them to login while 

they are instead playing games on these tablets, for my 11 year old those reminders work now but for 

many essential workers as many low income families are that is near impossible. 

 For my 8th grader with a disabling mental health condition classroom structure is the only real means for 

her to obtain a real education, prior to the pandemic and distance learning she was hospitalized for 3 

months with no classroom instruction due to the severity of her mental health, it was recommended by 

medical professionals that she would receive 1:1 classroom help, but the reality is distance learning began 

and she has now had close to no school since December of 2019 aside from a few hybrid learning weeks. 

She I believe is on the severe end of suffering from what distance learning has meant for kids as she has 

only logged in at minimum 1 or 2 times a day only with major prompting which is mainly for the purpose 

of attendance. Attendance – not education, her education is currently on hold I believe due to the situation 

we are in with distance learning and the severity of her mental health needs being unable to manage her 

education on her own as middle and high schoolers are expected to do even with IEP’s where they need 

individualized supports. I have no doubt that there are more families going through the same struggle. 

Many families with children with IEP’s are not feeling they are getting the adequate support that there 

kids need to receive a real education through distance learning. The support they get over a screen is not 

even near what many need. We are not the only family with kids that require more support than what 

distance learning is able to provide. 

Sincerely,  

Karissa Wilson 

507-202-9557 

 


